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Editorial
For the 50th anniversary of Eric Goles:
A few words by Maurice Nivat
I have met in my life many researchers, many successful ones, brilliant ones, very
talented and full of ideas and skills. Asked to write which property characterises best
Eric Goles among all these people I have absolutely no hesitation: Eric is the happi-
est researcher I have ever met, Eric may be the happiest fellow living on earth and
moreover Eric has the very special property that he makes the people surrounding him
happy, when you are with Eric discussing about this or that problem, about his last
idea, the last strange question which came to his fertile mind, you simply feel happy.
There are no doubts in his mind and no doubts in yours when discussing with him.
All the problems are exciting, challenging, beautiful. With Eric you always stroll along
the alleys of a marvellous garden, the garden of knowledge, all the trees bear superb
and delicious fruit and when you look a bit far away at the end of an alley you can
easily see that the trees there are even more beautiful and their fruit are bigger.
Of course this happiness of Eric Goles as a researcher is the happiness of a man who
loves his country, his family, his colleagues, his friends. But I also believe it comes
from the kind of problems Eric has always been tackling and from the method he
has experienced, for himself and with his many students. The department he has been
working within the University of Chile at Santiago has been renamed, unfortunately
because I liked very much its former name of “mathematical engineering”. This name
is by itself a program it says that people there are not theorists endlessly building
theories which, as everybody knows, tend to be more and more abstract as time goes
on. Eric and his colleagues are rather trying to solve very concrete problems which
are not far-fetched but are problems linked with mechanics, physics or biology. And
in their approach to these problems experience plays a major role, they 7rst try to
understand the underlying phenomenon using a lot of computations and simulations
with computers.
The realm of Eric and his students is the dynamical properties of all kinds of strange
automata, an automaton being any small animal which receives information, stimuli,
from his neighbours and according to the state he is in, behaves in some way i.e.
modi7es his state and sends other stimuli to his neighbours. Several things of course
may happen; the whole process, that is the set of elementary automata may have for
ever a rather erratic behaviour or it may after a more or less long transition phase
stabilise and enter a state where all activity stops or, in other cases, enter a state from
which its future behaviour is completely predictable. The ant of Langton is the kind of
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objects Eric likes very much, it has been the subject of a nice dissertation by one of
his students: the ant moves in the discrete plane whose points are coloured in black or
white. When it arrives to a point it turns left if the point is black and right if the point
is white, and it changes the colour of the point. This interesting animal when launched
on an entirely white plane follows an interesting trajectory, extremely complicated, for
about 10,000 instants of time and, then, suddenly, it starts going to in7nity following
a kind of regular spiral around one of the main diagonals.
When he came to France to work in Grenoble, at the CNRS, the French National
Centre for Scienti7c Research, with FranBcois Robert, a pioneer in the study of discrete
iterations, Eric discovered this type of problems and started working on cellular au-
tomata which are disposed on a line and not in the plane (it is much simpler, each
automaton communicates with only two neighbours) but however, as he told me, for
quite a long time, he did not reach any result, he could “see” what was happening, but
he was unable to convert his knowledge into a reasonable mathematical statement. He
was not despairing, for Eric never despairs, but thinking that he had made a very bad
choice, when at last he had the right idea which allowed him to write his dissertation,
even an excellent one! The idea was to use energy functions to measure the length of
the transients and indeed it was a great idea, an excellent idea!
It is not the right place to analyse in depth Eric’s major scienti7c contribution, and
many people would do that better than me. But I need say that after this beginning,
Eric has developed an incredible activity writing papers, advising students, building
a research centre, organising an incredible number of symposia or schools gathering
mathematicians, physicists, biologists, computer scientists, engineers on subjects like
“Statistical Physics, Automata Networks and Dynamical Systems” (this one was a
school held in Santiago in 1990 organised by Eric Goles and his friend Servet Martinez
who has coorganised most of the meetings with Eric). The position Eric occupies
now in Chile as the President of the Science Council known as CONICYT, as a
logical continuation of his activity and I believe he is there the right man at the right
place. For he can extend to all the chapters of science and technology the philosophy
which made so successful his former enterprises. Eric belongs to a country where
it has not been always easy to do scienti7c research one of the main obstacles, as
in many countries, is the feeling young researchers have that they are far away, far
from the places where things are really moving. Even bright young Chilean youngsters
have the impression that they will never succeed, that as compared to their colleagues
in prestigious universities in North America and Europe they are ignorant and less
educated. Eric spends his time explaining and demonstrating that this impression is
false, that if one chooses well the problems to solve, if one develops good links with
other researchers around the world then even in Chile, even in the most remote and
deprived corner of the earth, one can succeed. The main achievement of Eric in this
respect is that Santiago de Chile is one of the places in the world where all the people
interested in cellular automata and more generally interested in discrete dynamical
systems have to go.
The present volume is made of contributions oIered to Eric for his 50th birthday. I
have been happy to write these few lines to tell my esteem for Eric and his work, his
work as a scientist and his work as a manager of scienti7c research. My last word is
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thus Happy birthday, Eric and go on for a long while, the Dynamics of automata, this
7eld which you have contributed to create and develop is still in infancy, there are
more problems to solve than problems which have been solved and everybody, your
colleagues, your students, your friends need you, mainly need your endless enthusiasm
for Good Science.
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